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PEGHUB (PHUB) Whitepaper & Tokenomics 
 

PegHUB (PHUB) is the revenue sharing and governance token of the entire BOMB Money / CZpegs 
ecosystem.  This includes all current projects and future projects within the ecosystem. 

Developer rewards will not be sent to the developer, they will instead be sent to smart contracts.  These 
smart contracts will swap assets and buy PHUB token on the open market to provide staking rewards for 
PHUB token stakers. 
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Token Distribution 
 

6,000 tokens for presale at www.peghub.com 

2,500 tokens for team vested over 1 year 

1,000 tokens for marketing + expenses vested over 1 year 

100 tokens for initial liquidity 

400 tokens for expenses + dev team on launch 

10,000 Total Supply Capped (no minting function) 

Market cap based on initial offering 100 BTC: 2.35 Million 

 

Presale Details 
Pricing:  

1 BTC buys 100 PHUB 

0.01 BTC buys 1 PHUB 

60% of total supply available in initial token offering, this will raise 60 BTC. 

BOMB can be used instead of BTCB, BOMB will be valued at 1.0 peg regardless of what the actual peg is 
at.  10% bonus tokens for all BOMB purchases. 

This makes it much cheaper to buy PHUB tokens with BOMB in the presale until BOMB peg is over 1.1. 
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Tokenomics / Revenue Steams 
 

Platform revenue is generated from dev/team allocations on all peg token platforms, including BOMB 
and CZpegs, as well as all future peg platforms.  In addition to this, all revenue generated from related 
protocols such as BUSM.money, and full tarot fork will be included. 

The revenue sharing mechanics entail you can stake $PHUB to either earn more $PHUB in a PHUB Maxi 
Vault, or earn blue chips like $ETH, $BNB, $FTM, $MATIC, $AVAX, and more in the PHUB Earnings Pools. 

$PHUB staked in the PHUB Maxi vault allows users to accumulate more $PHUB. In order to distribute 
PHUB to anyone who has staked in the PHUB Maxi vault, $PHUB buy-backs from the open market are 
performed as the token is non-inflationary and will not mint any more PHUB tokens, ever. 

10% of all revenue collected will be used to add liquidity to the PHUB-BTCB pair prior to distributing as 
rewards for stakers. 

 

Breakdown of “Dev/Team” Allocations From Protocols 
 

Allocations from PEG Token Protocol 

 Applies to all current peg token protocols, as well as all future protocols 
 10 share tokens per day from each protocol (this is the vested dev share).  This will expire once 

the vesting period is up. These will be sold numerous times throughout each day to provide 
revenue for PHUB stakers. 

 5% of all newly minted peg tokens.  These will be automatically sold when above peg and supply 
revenue to PHUB stakers.  This will continue as long as the boardrooms continue to print. 

Allocations from non-Peg Token Protocols 

BUSM.money – BUSM earned by the protocol will be used to fuel PHUB stakers rewards 

Tarot Fork (bombmax.fi and bomb.app) – Revenue from tarot fork goes to PHUB stakers. 
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Governance 
The long-term plan (6-12 months) is that PegHub token will be a DAO that is 100% decentralized.  This 
will have governance contracts as owners of all protocol contracts, with changes only occurring after 
successful votes. 

In the short term, we will have voting with PHUB tokens to decide immediate decisions such as: 

 Which chain should we launch on next 
 PEG token choices for specific chains (I.E. we list 6, voters pick their 4 favorite) 
 Any other decisions related to the overall governance of all protocols 

NOTE: Each individual protocol with its own governance token (xBOMB on BOMB.money, CZshares on 
CZpegs.com) will still use their own governance token for voting on changes specific to that platform. 

Timelines / Roadmap 
 

These are estimated dates subject to change based on various factors such as building teams to manage 
new protocols. 

 

Short Term Timeline 

Friday June 17th - PegHub.com site live with ability to purchase PHUB tokens with BOMB and/or BTCB 

Late June – Further development of peghub.com site to act as a gateway to all other protocols. Some 
stats available about the protocols. 

Late June – Governance voting implemented to allow PHUB holders to decide important short term 
decisions such as which chain to launch next and peg tokens of choice. 

Late June - Staking available for PHUB tokens to generate revenue from protocols. 

Late June + July – Launch our next 1 - 2 additional multi-peg token protocols on other chains. 

Longer Term Timeline 

Launch additional supplementary protocols 

Continue to launch multi-peg token protocols on all relevant chains, based on results of governance 
votes 

 

 

 


